
Kentucky Pilots Association

Meeting Minutes August 13, 2020

At 8:00 PM, President Randy White opened the regular August meeting of the Kentucky Pilot’s

Association with a brief review of the past Saturday’s Fly- In- Breakfast.  The discussion focused of the

spot landing event which resulted in 5 pilots winning their breakfast by landing between the two lines on

the approach end of runway 03.  All members agreed the competition was an over whelming success.  

David Mattingly recognized Cory Johnson for an excellent effort with the organizing and cooking of the

FLY-In-Breakfast.  One of the high lights of the event was the older classic aircraft that flew in for the

breakfast.  All KPA members were delighted with the turnout of local member of the community as well. 

Cory announced he sold 97 breakfasts with 5 breakfasts being awarded to the winning spot landing

pilots.  (This number of breakfast sold was a record for the BRY Fly-In)

Michael Rebbin, potential member from Bowman Field in Louisville, suggested several aviation games

that could be added for future entertainment at upcoming events at BRY.  One suggestion mentioned

was aviation trivia during the meal time.  Another suggestion was a question and answer session during

the regularly scheduled safety lecture.  Several other ideas were raised and discussed.  All were

determined good ideas.  David Mattingly said any ideas to support the aviation interest would be greatly

appreciated.

Bill Hammond was very gracious to offer the access and use of his high wing aircraft jacks to any and all

pilots with a need to work on their landing gear.  The offer was met with great interest and appreciation

by all. Bill continued with a brief report on the status of the school aircraft assembly project.  Bill further

informed the group that as of now the KPA Foundation air show planned for later this fall had been

cancelled.       

Next, Dana Stevens reported on the preparations for the upcoming Put-In-Bay trip scheduled for the

coming week.   Several members expressed their intention to go, and several members had questions

about the possibility of going again since they were unable to attend this year’s event. Dana assured all

that this would not be the only opportunity to visit such a unique and interesting flying adventure.   

Bill Hammond closed the meeting by reporting the Carbon Cub Project would continue this coming

school year with 18 new eager high school students line up  to participate. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:30 PM

Minutes submitted by:  David Sutherland, Secretary   


